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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper lists the 623 publications on colorimetry\(^1\) and spectrophotometry\(^2\) authored by members of the staff of the National Bureau of Standards published during the years 1906 to 1973. (There were no relevant papers between 1901, the year the Bureau was founded, and 1906). This listing, made necessary by the constant demand for this information, also contains the publications of Research Associates and Guest Workers in these fields. In addition to the chronological list\(^3\), it contains an Author\(^4\) and a Subject Index\(^5\). The reference numbers appearing in these indexes refer to the entries in the chronological listing. A short organizational chronology of the colorimetry and spectrophotometry program is included.

2. HISTORY

Soon after the founding of the Bureau of Standards in 1901\(^6\), studies in photometry and colorimetry were undertaken by members of the staff at the request of business, science and industry. The results of these studies appeared as papers in the Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards and in other scientific and technical journals. Among the projects undertaken in these formative years were those in the fields of length, electricity, spectroscopy, fibers

---

\(^1\) Colorimetry - the study of color measurement, specification, designation, tolerances, blindness, color-order systems, vision.

\(^2\) Spectrophotometry - the spectral measurement of reflecting or transmitting samples, including reduction of the data.

\(^3\) See Sections 9.

\(^4\) See Section 11.

\(^5\) See Section 10.

\(^6\) Name changed from Bureau of Standards (BS) to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in 1934.
and clinical thermometers in addition to the work in photometry and colorimetry. The challenges to these "pioneers" were tremendous as shown by the diversity of fields studied by so few men. Standardization of colors was the field of research which attracted the most interest and concern in industry as well as in the scientific community [1]. Requests for assistance in color measurement and standardization were received from the fields of cottonseed oil, margarine, butter, from glass (in signal lamps, headlights and spectacles for eye protection), to petroleum oil, turpentine, resin, paper and textiles, from flour, sugar, eggshells, egg yolks, dyes and water to chemical solutions, paints, portland cement, tobacco, to porcelain, enamels and even blood and human skin -- the latter of concern to biologists and anthropologists.

The list of authors of these papers reads like an early Who's Who in Science. Some of these men later rose through the ranks at the Bureau, while others went to scientific or industrial organizations where they carried on the high-level and imaginative research which characterized their early developmental years at the Bureau. Many of the early papers listed in this report formed the cornerstones of all photometry and colorimetry, such as the one on the standard visibility curve [2] by Gibson (1916) and Tyndall (1919), and the paper defining the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) Standard Observer and Coordinate System [3] by Judd (1927).

It can be seen from the chronological listing that the early colorimetry work was carried on by Hyde (1902), Nutting (1903) and Ives (1908); Nutting was in charge in 1911. In 1913 Mr. Irwin G. Priest (1907) was Chief of the Section on Colorimetry in the Optics Division, and he continued in that capacity until his death in 1932, when he was followed as Chief by Dr. K. S. Gibson. In 1948 the Optics Division was merged with the Electricity Division to form the Division of Electricity and Optics, and by reorganization the Division of Optics and Metrology in 1950. In 1955, on Dr. Gibson's retirement, Mr. L. E. Barbrow became Chief of the Photometry and Colorimetry Section which in 1960 became part of the Metrology Division. In 1966 the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section was reformed with Mr. I. Nimeroff as Chief. When the Metrology Division was combined with the Division of Atomic and Molecular Physics in 1969, the colorimetry program was transferred into the Institute for Applied Technology and designated as the Office of Colorimetry. The Spectrophotometry part of the old Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section became the Spectrophotometry Section of the new Optical Physics Division. Most of the Office of Colorimetry was transferred in 1970 to the Applied Acoustics and Illumination Section of the Building Research Division. Now the colorimetry program is in the Sensory Environment Section of the Building Environment Division. Dr. Judd, one of the world authorities on color, remained with the colorimetry program until his death in 1972, although assigned as consultant to the Director of the Institute for Applied Technology. Despite the organizational changes identified above, significant work continued on color standards, tolerances, measurement, specification and color vision.

These changes reflect new demands from rapidly expanding fields of research. Among these, for instance, are challenging new problems arising from the fast growing fields of aerospace (heat balance between solar radiation and cold in space craft), color standards and tolerances (specify color and acceptable variation in purchase specifications) and safety (one safety color code for marking physical hazards and highway traffic signs, adapted to help color blind).

3. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PRIVATE INDUSTRY

A considerable source of inspiration and support to the Colorimetry Section in its early days came from Mr. A. H. Munsell, a noted artist from Boston. Mr. Munsell realized that there was no practical and scientific method of teaching color either in art schools or in the grade schools where most students get their first color instruction. He worked toward the realization of "a simple and practical notation, or method of writing (designating)

7Figures in brackets [ ] indicate the literature references in the Bibliography (Section 8).
8Year each joined the Bureau of Standards.
9Now the Center for Building Technology.
color" [4] by the use of a system that "portrays the three dimensions (hue, value or lightness and chroma or saturation) of color, and measures each by an appropriate scale" [5], each scale to consist of colored samples separated by visually equal steps. The clarifying phrases in parentheses are the author's.

Mr. Munsell's first contact with the Bureau of Standards was in 1901, just after the formation of the Bureau when he wrote Dr. Stratton, the Director, "asking about color" [6]. He visited the Bureau in 1911 where he met Dr. P. G. Nutting who was in charge of the work that included colorimetry. Mr. Munsell's son, Mr. A.E.O. Munsell, met Mr. Priest in 1921 and from this meeting a very close relationship developed from which the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section has benefited materially throughout the years. An indication of the degree of cooperation, is the fact that the Munsell Color Company has placed seven Research Associates at the Bureau. By 1940, 23 papers covering this work had been presented to the Optical Society of America [7]. In addition, a good deal of unpublished work was performed which contributed "to the development of basic information necessary, if (the) Munsell (color-order system), or any other color system was to be critically studied or standardized" [8].

This work funded by the Munsell Research Laboratory was conducted both at NBS and at the Munsell Research Laboratory in Baltimore. In addition to the regular Munsell Color Company staff, seven persons were employed at one time or another in the strictly scientific work at the Baltimore Laboratory. These were: Miriam O'Brian, Louise Sloan (Rowland), Geraldine Walker (Haupt), employed by NBS in 1927, I. H. Godlove, Carl Boechner, Prentice Reeves and Willard Valentine. The seven Research Associates placed at NBS were: Casper L. Cottrell, I. G. Priest, D. B. Judd, F. H. Harris (retired later as Section Chief in the Electricity Division), F. G. Brickwedde (retired later as Division Chief of the Heat and Power Division), E.P.T. Tyndall and W. Greenberg.

A significant contribution of the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section to the designation of color in art, science and industry came through research funded by the American Pharmaceutical Association. This work led to a simple, easily understood and accurately defined method of designating colors "in which the color-name boundaries were specified in Munsell notation" [9]. It also provided the impetus for many of the papers listed here, culminating with the Color Names Dictionary (NBS Circular 553) [10] published by the Inter-Society Color Council (ISCC) and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in 1955, the ISCC-NBS Centroid Color Charts (NBS Standard Sample #2106) [11] in 1965 and the Universal Color Language [12] in 1965. In addition, this research played a vital role in the formation of the Inter-Society Color Council (ISCC) [10] in 1931 and the Color Marketing Group (CMG) [11] in 1962.

The close cooperation between NBS and the Munsell Color Company has continued through the years. This has resulted in such landmark developments as the Munsell Renotation System in 1943, in which the spacings in the three scales of hue, value (lightness) and chroma (saturation) were smoothed and each color was specified in the 1931 CIE system, and facilitated Munsell's significant contribution to the development of the ISCC-NBS Centroid Colors in 1965. The Munsell Color Company in 1967 funded a cooperative study to develop an improved, visually uniform, color spacing technique based on the work of the Optical Society of America (OSA) Committee on Uniform Color Scales (1966).

10 The founding of the Inter-Society Color Council was a direct outgrowth of the early work on the color-names project. It exists as a medium for interchange of information and development of basic concepts on color-related problems.

11 The Color Marketing Group was a direct outgrowth of the ISCC. Its purpose is the use of color to better market products and services at a profit.
In 1942, the Munsell Color Foundation was formed at the request of the members of the Munsell family. Two of the duties of this non-profit Foundation were to hold the stock of and assume the direction of the Munsell Color Company. A further indication of the continuing close cooperation between NBS and the Munsell Color Company was a stipulation in the formation of the Foundation, that one of the three original Trustees was to be appointed by the Director of NBS. Dr. Judd was so appointed, and was elected President of the Foundation by the other Trustees. He served as President without remuneration from its formation in 1942 until his death in 1972.

Many scientific and technical associations and companies have contributed to the work of the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section, and in so doing, have benefited in return. The Corning Glass Works, for instance, through their Dr. H. P. Gage cooperated with our Dr. K. S. Gibson between 1926 and 1946 in the development and application of colored glass filters to be used as the color standards in railway signaling in this country. Before the development of spectrophotometry and the 1931 CIE Standard Observer and coordinate system [3] as the means of interpreting spectrophotometric data, standard limit glasses were used to control the range of color acceptable for a particular signal application. So successful was this system that it served as the basis of the signaling systems used later for the control of vehicular, marine and aircraft traffic. Only now is this system of colored glass standards being slowly supplanted by photoelectric colorimetry and spectroradiometry, a method by which the color of the whole signal device consisting of a lamp or kerosene flame, reflector and colored lens, can be measured in operating position.

4. IMPACT OF PUBLICATIONS

The papers listed here have had a considerable influence on the development and application of color in science, art and industry. The chronological listing including the Author and Subject Indexes is almost synonymous with the basic work in vision in the first three quarters of the 20th century. Researchers like Nutting, Tyndall, Priest, Gibson, Judd and Hunter (1927) are among those who contributed greatly to the fields of vision as well as color. Judd's basic book on Color in Business, Science and Industry in its two editions, has been "the" textbook in color psychophysics since its publication in 1952. Subjects like the visibility of radiant energy (now the luminous efficiency function), photometry of lamps, color vision, color blindness, color-order systems, the CIE Standard Observer and Coordinate System, spectrophotometry, color measurement and specification, safety color codes, gloss and other surface characteristics, color temperature, color standards and tolerances constitute only a partial listing of the contributions made by NBS to the development and application of color in commerce and industry.

5. COOPERATION WITH OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS

Throughout the years, the members of the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section have contributed to and held positions of leadership in many scientific and technical organizations. In several they have been charter members. Among these are:

American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Ceramic Society
American Institute of Physics
American Instrument Society
American Medical Association
American Oil Chemists Society
American Pharmaceutical Association
American Physical Society
Astronomical Society
Association of Physics Teachers
Color Marketing Group
Illuminating Engineering Research Institute

12 Color Psychophysics is the study and application of psychophysical methods to the investigation and measurement of color.
The members have also contributed to and held positions in a number of standardizing organizations, such as:

- American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists
- American National Standards Institute (first the American Engineering Standards Committee, then the American Standards Association, then the United States of America Standards Institute)
- American Society for Testing and Materials
- Association of American Railroads
- Electronic Industries Association
- Illuminating Engineering Society
- Institute of Traffic Engineers
- International Standards Organization
- National Education Association
- National Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways
- Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry
- Textile Color Card Association (now the Color Association of the United States)

They have also worked closely with and contributed to programs dealing with color in a number of government agencies including:

- Department of Agriculture
- Department of Defense
- Department of Transportation
- Federal Aviation Administration
- Federal Communications Commission
- General Services Administration
- National Academy of Sciences
- National Research Council
- Occupational Safety and Health Administration
- Post Office Department
- Veterans Administration

Another important contribution of the Colorimetry and Spectrophotometry Section throughout its more than a half-century of existence, has been the sharing of its expertise with those non-professionals as well as specialists seeking information on color and vision. Letters of inquiry and requests for assistance have come from all parts of the United States and cover a wide range of subjects. An indication of the diversity of the requests is provided by the following examples:

Tell me all about color
What colors were the circle and dot of the insignia on the allied planes in World War I?
What color is 31643?
Detailed requests about color vision
Requests for assistance in developing color standards and tolerances for the Federal Government or for industry
Requests for color assistance in books on photogrammetry, flowers, oceanography, mushrooms
6. THE NUMBERING SYSTEM

The individual papers in this list have been arranged according to the year and month of publication. As stated earlier, each paper has been assigned a serial number starting with 1. These numbers are also used to reference individual papers under specific headings and under authors' names in the Author Index and in the Subject Index.

Each reference includes besides the chronological serial number, the author's name(s), the title of the paper or abstract, the abbreviation of the journal or publication in which it appears, the volume number underscored, the beginning page number and the year of publication in parentheses. If the paper is published in more than one journal, subsequent references follow the first and are separated by semicolons.
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1. Hyde, Edward P.
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8. Ives, Herbert E.
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9. Ives, Herbert E.
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10. Nutting, P. G.
    The visibility of radiation. A recalculation of Koenig's data.

11. Nutting, P. G.
    A photometric attachment for spectrosopes.

12. Nutting, P. G.
    A new precision colorimeter.

13. Priest, Irwin G.
    Color specifications.

14. Priest, Irwin G.
    A photometric error sometimes accompanying the use of a pair of nicols, and a proposal for its elimination.

15. Coblenz, W. W.
    The diffuse reflecting power of various substances.

16. Priest, Irwin G.
    The quartz colorimeter and its applicability to the color grading of cotton seed oil.

17. Priest, Irwin G.
    A proposed method for the photometry of lights of different colors.
    Phys. Rev. (2), 6, 64 (1915); 9, 341 (1917); 10, 208 (1917).
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19. Priest, Irwin G. and Peters, Chauncey G.
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    J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 6, 74 (1916).
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22. Middlekauf, G. W. and Skogland, J. F.
    An interlaboratory photometric comparison of glass screens and of tungsten lamps, involving color differences.
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    The effect of temperature upon the absorption spectrum of a synthetic ruby.
23a. Priest, I. G.
Specifications of the transparency of paper and tracing cloth.
ES Circ. No. 63 (May 1917).

24. Priest, Irwin G. and Peters, Chauncey G.
Measurement and specification of the physical factors which determine the"saturation of certain tints of yellow."

25. Howe, H. E. and Gibson, K. S.
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An "average eye" for heterochromatic photometry, a comparison of a flicker and an equality-of-brightness photometer.

27. Coblentz, W. W. and Emerson, W. B.
Relative sensibility of the average eye to light of different colors and some practical applications to radiation problems.

28. Coblentz, W. W. and Emerson, W. B.
Luminous radiation from black body and the mechanical equivalent of light.
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The work of the National Bureau of Standards on the establishment of color standards and methods of color specification.

30. Priest, Irwin G.
Discussion of Troland's paper "Psychology of Color".
With special reference to determination of standard of white light.

32. Priest, Irwin G.
A precision method for producing artificial daylight.

33. Priest, Irwin G.
The law of symmetry of the visibility function.

34. Coblentz, W. W., Emerson, W. B. and Long, M. B.
Spectroradiometric investigation of the transmission of various substances.

35. Gibson, K. S.
Photoelectric spectrophotometry by the null method.

36. Priest, Irwin G.
A one-term pure exponential formula for the spectral distribution of radiant energy from a complete radiator.
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Glasses for protecting the eyes from injurious radiations (3rd edition).
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The ultraviolet and visible transmission of eye-protective glasses.
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The spectral composition and color of certain high intensity searchlight arcs.
(In cooperation with the Searchlight Investigation Section, Corps of Engineers, USA).
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spectral transmittance 68, 107
ultraviolet transmittance 68
Dyes, food, spectral, infrared and ultraviolet transmittance 68
Dysprosium, spectral transmittance 366, 498
Eclipse of sun 101, 102
Efficiency of worker, color of illuminant and 138
Enamels, see Paints and pigments
contrast ratio 277
opacity 76, 277, 286, 293
Equal-energy stimulus (filter) 110, 112, 225
Equality of brightness photometry 125, 326
Erbium, spectral transmittance 366, 498
Esthetics 581
Europium, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 498
Evelyn colorimeter 351
Excitation purity, see Purity, excitation
Extinction coefficient 103
Eye-protective glasses, see Glasses, eye-protective
Fading index, Nickerson 320
Fechner's law 4, 5, 155
Federal Color Card 432a
Federal Standard 470a
Films, reflectance-reducing 394
Filters
color-temperature-altering 496
infrared transmittance 108
luminosity 295, 312, 326, 413
photometric 168, 213
spectral 108, 240, 241, 247, 290, 296, 347, 444, 500
stray light 288
for testing spectrophotometers 228, 354, 388, 424, 494
for theatrical lighting 303
for thermoelectric colorimeter 500
ultraviolet transmittance 108
Wratten 116
Flattery index for illuminants 545
Flicker photometer 27, 83, 154, 168, 208, 235, 326
Flicker photometry 125, 326
Fluorescence
for detecting
invisible writing 41
adulteration 139
general 488a
measurement 391
in spectrophotometry 297, 393, 397
Fluorescent lamps
color rendition 446, 469
spectral energy distribution 446
Fluorescent screens, use of in signaling 40
Foliage
color 389a
Food dyes 68
Fresnel reflectance 370
Frost
infrared reflectance 526
Gadolinium, spectral transmittance of
glasses containing 498
Gaertner Scientific Co. spectrophotometer 336, 393
Gelatin
infrared transmittance 251
spectral transmittance 34
General Electric recording spectrophotometer 301, 324, 336, 354, 361, 374, 379, 387, 388, 393, 394, 479a
Geodesic series of colors 540
German glasses, spectral transmittance 416
Gibson 560 mu filter, spectral transmittance 240, 241, 247
41
Glass (see also Lovibond, Signal colors and glasses)
binary, infrared transmittance 412
German, spectral transmittance 416
infrared, transmittance 153, 403, 412
luminous transmittance 22, 87, 216, 217, 219
optical, spectral transmittance 454
spectral transmittance 21, 34, 37, 47, 87, 153, 216, 217, 416, 504
ultraviolet transmittance 47, 153
Glass wedge colorimeter 148
Glasses, eye-protective
spectral transmittance 39, 153, 298a, 410a
infrared transmittance 153, 298a, 410a
ultraviolet transmittance 39, 153, 298a, 410a
Gloss, geometry 467, 470, 471, 506, 579
of paint 309
of paper 245
standards 348, 384, 506
types of 259, 273, 275, 279, 341, 348, 363, 384, 398, 427, 435, 440, 467, 470, 471, 506
Glossmeters 467
Gold, spectral transmittance 34
Goniometry
infrared measurements 552
Goniophotometry, see Gloss, measurement
Graphite, infrared reflectance 532
Grass
color 389a
infrared reflectance 519
Grassman's Laws 419, 435
Gray sensation, stimulus 61, 71, 72, 92, 566a
Ground glass scattering 552
Gutta Percha, infrared transmittance 251
Harris, Moses 505, 534
Haze, measurement 449, 483a
Heat transfer in
coniferous plants 516
desert plants 516
lichens 516
Helmholtz
biography, review 539
theory of vision 419, 435
Hering, theory 349, 411, 419, 435, 528
Hess-Ives tint photometer 171
Heterochromatic photometry, see Photometry, heterochromatic
Hiding power, measurement 104, 455, 483a
Highway marking yellow 434, 488a
Highway signs 578
Hilger sector photometer 25, 93, 103, 157, 159, 190, 336, 379
Holmium, spectral transmittance 366, 492, 498, 503
Horticultural Colour Chart
H. T. yellow glass, spectral transmittance 424
Hue, shift with change in purity 177, 570
Hues of the spectrum colors 377
Illuminant
artificial, color temperature 64
color of, and efficiency of the worker 138
flattery index 545
mode of appearance 488
types 549
Illumination
chromatic 329
geometry 507a
meter, photoelectric 289
standards and nomenclature 310
Incandescent lamps, luminous efficiency 8, 234
Index
color rendering 554
fading, Nickerson 320
Induction, chromatic 536
Industry, color in 442, 472
Infrared
reflectance
acetate plastic tape 532
blacks 532
cacti 519
carbon black 532
carbon dioxide 526
concrete 519
cupric oxide 532
transmittance
albumin 251
animal tissues 153
carotin 222
cellophane 251
chemical substances 251
chlorophyll 222
dyes 68
dyes, food 68
filters 108
gelatin 251
glasses 153, 403, 412
glasses, binary 412
glasses, eye-protective 153, 298a, 410a
Gutta Percha 251
Mother-of-pearl 153
doplastyrene 251
rubber 251
vegetable oils 56, 65
xanthophyll 222
Inorganic salt solutions, spectral transmittance 34
Insects, color 534
Insidedness, invariance 457
Integrating sphere 129, 537
Interference colors, color naming 319, 367
Interval scales 540
Invisible writing, detection 41
Iodine & potassium iodide, spectral transmittance 106
Iron, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 502
ISO-ANSI
Centroid colors 481, 493, 517a, 518
system of color names 294, 311, 317, 323, 325, 328, 334, 337, 339, 349, 359, 369, 374, 376, 377, 389, 475, 481, 493, 497, 517a, 546, 465a
ISO
Safety colors 488a
Judd subtractive colorimeter 320, 478a
Keegan, Harry J.
bibliography 557
biography 557
Keuffel & Esser
disk mixture colorimeter 223
spectrophotometer 86, 98, 105, 159, 361
Kirchoff's law 376
Kitchen accessories, colors for 284
Klett colorimeter 247
Kohl-Marten spectrophotometer (see also Visual spectrophotometer) 43, 60, 76, 77, 84, 86, 96, 122, 151, 156, 191, 200, 206, 213, 223, 324, 336
v. Kries, coefficient law 448, 459, 469, 528, 530
Kubelka-Munk formula 256, 533, 548
Ladd-Franklin theory of vision 380, 435
Lambert-Beer law 121
Lampblack, radiant reflectance 15
Lamps 8, 234
Land, see Two-color projection
Lanthanum, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 498
Lattice sampling of Munsell space 458, 468
Leaves
color 432
infrared reflectance 516, 519
infrared transmittance 516
morphology 516
radiant reflectance 15
spectral reflectance 15, 445, 516
Legibility of targets 581
Lens, yellowing 477
Leucoscope
Leucoscope
application to pyrometry 57, 58
use 58, 135
Lichens
heat transfer 516
infrared reflectance 519
Light
fading of dyes 244
measurement 469a, 478
mechanical equivalent 28
scattering materials (see also paper, enamels, dental silicate cements, paints & pigments, tracing cloth) 248, 256, 277, 286, 293
sources 550
hue names 377
luminous efficiency 8
mercury arc 9
monochromatic 3
Lighting, theatrical, designation of filters 303
Lightness induced by surround 525, 571
Lightness steps 573
Line elements 478b, 480a, 511, 544, 547, 549
Liquid standards of gloss 348
Liquids, spectrophotometer for 62
Lovibond glasses

calibration by Arons chromoscope 59
measurement & specification 115, 122, 141, 143, 147, 156, 165, 229, 232, 237, 276, 304, 405, 495
use 13, 46, 49, 77, 96, 142, 149, 166, 249, 250, 282, 287, 349, 376
Lubricating oils, Union color scale 407, 426
Luminance
effect on chromaticity of perceived neutral point 566a
factor 542
Luminance, measurement & specification 391
Luminosity
curve 5, 7
factors 357, 376
filter 295, 312, 359, 413
function 33, 87, 120, 124, 184, 187, 371, 386, 430, 435
of radiant energy 10, 27, 75, 87, 88, 90, 120, 125, 158, 184, 234, 326, 420
Luminous efficiency
of black body 7, 28
of incandescent lamp 8
Luminous reflectance
of sheet materials 360
Luminous transmittance
glasses 22, 87, 216, 217, 219
sheet materials 360
Lummer-Brodhun contrast photometer 22, 25, 26, 215, 226, 234
Lutetium, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 498
Macular pigmentation 193, 417, 448, 477
Maerz and Paul Dictionary of Color 282, 349, 376
Magnesium carbonate, spectral reflectance 176
Magnesium oxide, spectral reflectance 175, 176, 408, 529
Manganese
spectral transmittance of glasses containing 502
Manila rope fiber, spectral reflectance 223, 224, 450
Marine signals 400
Martens photometer, use 18, 23a, 24, 39, 43, 51,
Maxwell triangle 238, 239, 242, 296, 322a, 343, 345, 349, 352, 419, 435, 457, 460, 464, 489, 369a
McCorquodale Process 432a
Mechanical equivalent of light 28
Mercury arc 9
Metacresolsulfophthalein, spectral transmittance 379
Metals, infrared reflectance 519
Metamerism 54, 55, 417, 419, 435, 469a, 477, 478, 489, 517, 551, 553, 554, 555, 559, 564, 566, 575, 579
Mr. Meter and Mr. Papermaker 338
Mica, ruby 392
Mineral, infrared reflectance 519
Mineral oil, spectral transmittance 65
Mixture data 174, 180, 187, 192, 221, 376
Modes of appearance 329, 344, 358, 376
Modulation transfer function 577a
Molded urea plastics 406
Monochromatic source 121
Monochromatism 419
Mother-of-pearl, spectral, infrared, ultraviolet transmittance 153
Müller theory of vision 380, 414, 419, 435, 528, 565, 570
Multipurpose reflectometer 280, 300, 330, 331, 333, 335, 341, 347, 369a, 397
Munsell, color system 52, 69, 223, 282, 323, 340, 342, 349, 369, 373, 374, 376, 389, 397, 415, 435, 441, 461, 468, 480
Munsell papers, spectral reflectance 52
Munsell space
renotation 373, 479, 480, 487
lattice, sampling 458, 468
Munsell value scale 52, 573
Museum lighting, hazard 437a, 445a, 453
NBS
physiological optics 535
transmittance standards for petroleum products 407
unit of color difference 321
work on color 29
National School Bus chrome 316, 434, 436, 488a
Neodymium, spectral transmittance 353, 498, 503
Neutral stimulus 61, 566a
Nickel, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 502
Nickerson Index of fading 320
Nicols, use 14
Night driving 560
Nomenclature, terminology, definitions
color 30, 119, 369a
colorimetry 69, 83, 199, 221, 278, 329, 369a, 376
colorimetry of sugar 121
color names, see Color naming of drugs, and ISCC-NBS system of color names
gloss 273
illumination 310
photometry 292, 365, 403a, 435
radiometry 258, 278, 435
reflectometry 93, 154
spectrophotometry 39, 47, 93, 159, 182, 247
Nomograph, transmittance-thickness 39
NPL white light source 185, 195
Observer variability 559
Ocular media, spectral transmittance 37, 435
Ocular pigmentation 430
Oleomargarine, spectral reflectance 24
Olive oil, identification 139
Optical glass, spectral transmittance 454
Opacity measurements 483a
of dental cements 286
of enamels 76, 277, 286, 293
of paints and pigments 286
of paper 18, 136, 230, 236, 245, 248, 286
standards 236
OSA "excitation data" 69, 93, 174, 182, 185, 187, 189, 193, 199, 221, 223
OSA Committee reports
colorimetry 69, 376
color terms 119
Munsell spacing 373
photographic intensity 116, 160, 173, 192
photometry 98
radiometry 98
spectrophotometry 93
uniform color scales 531
Oscillatory interpolation
fifth-difference 189
third-difference 184
Ostwald difference 189
Page size 581
Paint contrast ratio 104, 455
fading rate 368
Federal Standard 470a
glass 309
infrared reflectance 519
Paints and pigments
opacity 286
radiant reflectance 15
tinting strength 155, 170
Paper brightness 245, 364
color 66, 337
color ratio 18, 136, 230, 236, 245, 248, 286
gloss 245
light scattering 248
opacity 18, 136, 230, 236, 245, 248, 286
whiteness 243, 257, 364
Mr. Papermaker 338

Perception
  color difference 558b, 570a, 575a, 582
Perceptual attributes 435
Petroleum products, ASTM color index 407, 426
Pfund colorimeter 66
Phenolphthalein, spectral transmittance 25
Phosphorescence 391, 488a
Phosphorus, colorimetric determination 351
Photometric properties of pigments 381, 418
Photometer
  blue wedge 148
  calibration 486
  filter, monochromatic 450
  flicker 27, 83, 154, 168, 208, 235, 326
  Hilger sector 25, 103, 157, 159, 336, 379
  Martens, see Martens photometer
Photometric
  filters 168, 213, 521
  scale
    errors 521
    standards 521
    units 521
Photometry
  blue wedge 148
  calibration 148
  equality of brightness 125, 326
  by filters 252, 271, 341
  flicker 125, 326
  general 98, 376, 478, 478b, 480a, 511, 544, 547, 549
  heterochromatic (see also Luminosity of radiant energy) 17, 22, 26, 79, 87, 91, 148, 168, 213, 326
  by Leucoscope 58
  by nolcs 14
  of paper and pulp 338
  sensibility 4, 45, 48, 137, 152, 155
  Talbot's law 1
  zero resistance circuit 381
Photopigment
  spectral absorptance 530, 551
Photosynthesis 516
Phototube
  spectral response 562
Physiological optics 535
Pigments, radiant reflectance 15
Pigments, tinting strength 155, 170
Planck's law 7, 73, 376, 422
Planckian radiator
  appearing gray 61, 71
  spectral composition (see also Blackbody, spectral composition) 63, 69, 70, 95, 158, 182, 203, 226, 376
Plant pigments
  carotin 77, 163, 191, 222
  chlorophyll 222
  xanthophyll 96, 163, 191, 222, 516
Platinum
  black on gold, infrared reflectance 532
  black on epoxy cement on copper 532
  black, infrared reflectance 15
Pleasantness
  color combinations 568, 576
  Plochere color system 465a
Polarization 376
Polystyrene, infrared transmittance 251
Polystyrene plastics, colors 421
Porcelain enamel 252
Potassium chromate, use as transmittancy standard 439
Potassium p-phenolsulfonate, ultraviolet transmittance 375
Praesodymium, spectral transmittance 353, 498
Priest-Gibson (N") scale for Lovibond glasses 165, 229, 232, 237, 250, 276, 287
Priest-Lange reflectometer 252
Projection, two-color, see Two-color projection
Protagonopia 146, 385, 386, 410, 415, 416a, 419, 431, 435
Purity
  colorimetric, determination 69, 83, 89, 94, 111, 117, 118, 196, 208, 209, 212, 221, 298, 349, 349, 376, 435
  dominant wavelength relationship 133, 298
  excitation, determination 82, 126, 435
  least perceptible 111, 125, 126, 203, 298
  saturation relationship 132, 196
Purkinje effect 5, 435
Pyrometry by means of Leucoscope 57, 58
Pyrotechnic smoke, colorimeter 452
Pyrotechnics, colorimetry 42
Quartz rotatory dispersion colorimeter 16, 17, 32, 46, 57, 58, 61, 63, 64, 70, 74, 79, 91, 109, 135
Radience
  factor 542
Radiant energy
  sources 549
  spectral distribution 69, 70, 110, 182, 195, 225, 327, 376, 444, 483b
Radiant intensity, spectral 483b
Radiometry 376, 485, 491
Ratio scales 540
Rayleigh-Jeans Law 376
Razek-Mulden spectrophotometer 336
Readability 581
  Reading comfort 138
Reduction forms of normal color vision 513
Reflectance
absolute measurement 529
effect of cover glass 253
factor 542, 546
Fresnel 370
general 98
geometry 378
luminous 154
of Manila rope 223, 224, 450
measurement 154, 161, 341, 483a
radiant
aluminum 15
building materials 15
lampblack 15
leaves 15
paint 15
and particle size 15
pigments 15
platinum black 15
silver 15
spectrophotometry 533
standards (see also MgO, MgCO₃) 388, 408, 529
Reflectance-reducing films 394
Reflectometer
multipurpose 280, 300, 330, 331, 333,
335, 341, 347, 369a, 397
photographic 261
Priest-Lange 252
Taylor 154
Reflectometry
symbols 542
terms 542
Repertoire de Couleurs 349
Retina, blue arcs 164
Retinal sensitivity, fluctuations 204
Retroreflectors 488a, 578
Rhodium, spectral reflectance 305
Ridgway color system 69, 349, 376, 465a
Road materials, infrared reflectance 15, 519
Rocks
infrared reflectance 519
Roofing materials, infrared reflectance 15, 519
Rope, Manila, Becker value 223, 224, 450
Rotating sectored disk in photometry 1
Rotatory dispersion colorimeter 16, 17, 32,
46, 57, 58, 61, 63, 64, 70, 74, 79, 91,
109, 135
Rubber
infrared transmittance 251
optical properties 346
Ruby, spectral transmittance 23
Ruby mica 392
Rutile—see Titanium dioxide
Safety color code (ASA) 401, 434, 466, 493a,
520, 546
Samarium, spectral transmittance 353, 498,
503
Sanitary ware, colors for 197
Saturation scale 132, 144, 209
Saturation-purity relationship 132, 196
Scales
additive 540
interval 540
ratio 540
see Color scales
Scaling
color differences 558b, 570a, 575a
Scattering materials 248, 256, 277, 286,
293, 552
Schmidt & Haensch spectrophotometer 336
Science, color 442
Searchlights, spectral composition 43, 51
Selenium orange glass, spectral transmittance
228, 424
Sensibility to hue 75
Shade number for eye-protective glasses 153,
298a, 410a
Shadows, blue, on snow 113
Sheet materials, luminous reflectance & transmittance 360
Signal colors and glasses
marine 400
railroad 214, 306, 318, 396, 400
six-color system 272, 318
traffic 97, 328a, 400
Signaling, by ultraviolet rays 40
Silver, radiant reflectance 15
Silvered mirror, spectral reflectance 50
Skin
infrared reflectance 519
scattering 551
Skylight, spectral distribution 327
Skylight, natural 100
Slit width errors 434, 486a
Snow, blue shadows 113
Soils
color 389a
infrared reflectance 519
Solutions, spectral transmittance 182
Specific absorptive index 121, 159, 171, 191
Specification of color—see Color specification
Spectral
absorptance
photopigment 530, 551
band pass, width 498
centroid of light 54, 60, 70, 79, 99, 194,
198, 207
composition of carbon arc 51, 70
distribution of NPL white light 185, 195
filters 108, 240, 241, 247, 290, 296, 347, 444
line width 3
radiant intensity 483b
reflectance
barium sulfate 529
butter 24
diffusing media 235
dyes 145, 172
lampblack 15
leaves 15, 445
magnesium carbonate 176
magnesium oxide 175, 176, 408, 529
Manila rope fiber 223, 224, 450
Munsell rope fiber 52
oleomargarine 24
paints 15
pigments 15
platinum black 15
rhodium 305
silvered mirror 50
soot 15
titanium pigments 418, 420
response
phototube 562
transmittance
animal oils 65
animal tissues 153
atmosphere 50
benzol 65
camouflage filters 44
carbon yellow glass 228, 424
carotin 77, 163, 191, 222
chromotrope 108, 86
cobalt blue glass 228, 424, 502
collagen 362
copper green glass 228, 424, 502
didymium glass 354, 388
diffusing media 235
dyes 68, 107
dyes, food 68
dysprosium 366, 498
erbium 366, 498
gelatin 34
Gibson 560 mu filter 240, 241, 247
glasses 21, 34, 37, 47, 87, 153, 216, 217, 416, 504
of glasses containing
cerium 498
cromium 502
europium 498
gadolinium 498
iron 502
lanthanum 498
lutetium 498
manganese 502
nickel 502
neodymium 498
platinum 502
tungsten 502
vanadium 502
zinc 502
glasses, eye-protective 39, 153, 298a, 410a
glasses, German 416
glasses, optical 454
gold 34
holmium 366, 492, 498, 503
H.T. yellow glass 424
inorganic salt solutions 34
iodine and potassium iodide 106
measurement 78
metacresolsulfophthalein 379
mineral oils 65
Mother-of-pearl 153
neodymium 353, 498, 503
ocular media 37, 435
phenolphthalein 25
potassium chromate 439
praeseodymium 353, 498
ruby 23
samarium 353, 498, 503
selenium orange glass 228, 424
solutions 182
thulium 366, 498
vegetable oils 45, 49, 56, 65, 249, 250, 287, 304
welding goggles 37
xanthophyll 96, 163, 191, 222, 516
ytterbium 366, 498, 503
Spectrophotometer 393
Spectrophotometers
abridged, see Photometry by filters
genereal 81, 93, 98, 190, 322, 336, 344, 369, 374, 404
for liquids 62
photoelectric 35, 78, 93, 98, 181, 190, 301, 336, 361, 376, 404
photographic 25, 93, 103, 157, 159, 190, 336, 379
thermoelectric 56, 65, 78, 93, 190
visual (see also König-Martens spectrophotometer) 2, 11, 76, 77, 84, 93, 96, 151, 155, 190, 233, 235, 288, 336, 361, 376
with tristimulus integrators 494
Bausch and Lomb 98, 206, 336, 393
Beckman 375, 390, 393, 404, 438, 478a
Brace 50
Cary 478a
Cary-White 90, 519
Cenco-Sheard 393
Coleman 353, 361, 362, 366, 393
Gaertner Scientific Corp. 336, 393
G. E., see General Electric spectrophotometer
Hilger 25, 93, 103, 157, 159, 190, 336, 379
Keuffel & Esser 86, 98, 105, 159, 361
König-Martens, see König-Martens spectrophotometer
Razek-Mulden 336
Schmidt-Haensch 336
Spekker 379
Unicam 478a
Wright 478a
Spectrophotometry
errors in 297, 393, 397, 447, 486a
genereal 376, 395, 397, 402, 478b, 480a, 538, 544, 549, 579, 424a
photoelectric 35, 479
reflectance 533
standards 354, 388, 404, 408, 424, 439, 486a, 492, 498, 502, 503, 511, 533
use in photointerpretation 445, 476
Spectroradiometers 98, 251, 501
Spectroscopy, absorption 538
Spectrum colors, hues of the 377
Spekker spectrophotometer 379
Sphere, integrating 537
Stammer colorimeter 171, 247
Standard
Abaca fiber 223, 224
color 517a, 579
directional reflectance 336
Federal - 595 470a
filters for testing spectrophotometers 228, 354, 388, 424, 494
gloss 348, 384, 506
heterochromatic photometry, glasses 22, 26, 87
illumination 310
IPC illuminant for photographic sensitometry 116, 160, 173, 192
marine 400
National School Bus chrome 316
opacity 236
photometric 234, 403a
Priest-Gibson (N') scale for Lovibond glasses 237
radiant intensity, spectral 483b
railway signal colors and glasses 214, 306, 318, 396, 400
reflectance 388, 408
rudy mica 392
spectrophotometric 404, 424, 439, 492
Textile Color Card 397, 402
traffic signal colors 97, 400
wavelength (didymium) 354, 388
Standard observer (see also CIE standard observer) 261, 508
Stefan-Boltzman law 36, 38, 376
Stillings color blindness test 141
Stone, cast, colors and finishes 246
Stray light
errors 438, 486a
filters 288
Subjective color phenomena 568
Subtractive colorimeter 260, 264, 320, 392, 397, 478a
Sunlight
Abbot-Priest 114, 182, 223
artificial 69, 79, 110, 112, 114, 126, 148, 150, 152, 182, 210, 223
natural 57, 69, 74, 79, 100, 114, 148, 182, 210, 376
Surface
color 329, 435
mode of appearance 488
texture 560
Surround
influence 525, 536, 563, 573, 576
Talbot's law 1, 84, 151, 190
Target
conspicuity 556a, 571
detection 556a, 571
visibility 556a, 571
Taylor reflectometer 154
Television
color contrast 558a
types 429
Temperature, effect on transmittance 21, 23, 141, 150, 156, 182, 228
Terbium, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 498
Terminology, see Nomenclature
Tetartanopia 419, 435
Textile Color Card Association color cards 349, 397, 402
Texture
surface 560
Theatrical lighting, filters for 303
Thermoelectric colorimeter 581
Threshold, contrast difference 577a
Thulium, spectral transmittance 366, 498
Tinting strength of paint & pigments 155, 170
Titanium
dioxide, anatase and rutile 556
pigments, spectral reflectance 418, 420
spectral transmittance of glasses containing 502
Tracing cloth, contrast ratio 23a
Traffic signals 97, 328a, 400
Transformations of tristimulus specifications 349, 457
Translucent products, color 460
Transmittance
gometry 378
measurement 161
nomograph for thickness 39
Transmittancy standard in ultraviolet 439, 492
Transparent products, color 460
Transparency of tracing cloth 23a
Trichromatism 396a, 419
Tristimulus colorimetry 341, 347, 349, 494, 369a
Tristimulus integrators 494
Tristimulus specification 174, 180, 193, 199, 205, 212, 219, 220, 227, 238, 239, 243, 251, 268, 290, 343, 344, 345, 349, 352, 358, 374, 376, 396a, 490
Tritanopia, color discriminations 146, 419, 430, 431, 435
Tungsten, spectral transmittance of glasses containing 502
Two-color projection 484
Ultraviolet
fading 409
photography, for detecting writing 41
solar energy distribution 255
spectrophotometry 157
transmittance
animal tissue 153
carotin 163, 191
dyes 68
dyes, food 68
filters 108
glasses 47, 153
glasses, eye-protective 39, 153, 298a, 410a
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